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Prosecutor Impact founder 
Foss challenges graduates 
to reconsider the role of the 
prosecutor.
Greetings from Nebraska Law! I am 
writing this Dean’s Message as the 
acting dean for the College while 
Dean Richard Moberly serves the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
as the interim executive vice 
chancellor. (You can read more 
about that appointment on page 
10 of this issue of The Nebraska 
TraNscripT.)
Since stepping into this role, I have 
been reminded every day of the 
exceptional work being done at the 
College of Law by members of our 
community, only some of which we 
were able to include in this issue. 
I am continuing in my role as the 
associate dean for diversity and 
inclusion and developing ways to pursue innovative and exciting 
programming to consider these important issues. We set a high 
standard for ourselves in February 2019 when we were able to 
explore these issues by hosting “The Defamation Experience” with 
the generous support of the John and Jan Gradwohl family. (Read 
more on page 21.) “The Defamation Experience” uses the setting of a 
riveting courtroom drama in which a defamation lawsuit is filled with 
issues of race, class, religion and sex. The audience serves as the jury, 
which is led by the judge through deliberation. This experience allowed 
those in attendance to discuss these sometimes uncomfortable issues 
immediately after the play, but to also carry the discussions forward in 
classroom discussions as well as those led by student organizations. 
You can learn more about the play at the production company’s 
website https://defamationtheplay.com.
Fall Semester 2019 is coming to a close soon and we are continuing our 
pursuit of excellence. Thank you for your support of the College of Law! 
If you find yourself in the building, please do stop by and say hello. I 
hope to see you at some of the many events held at the Law College 
this year.
Anna Williams Shavers
Acting Dean and 
Cline Williams Professor of Citizenship Law
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Jack M. Beard
Associate Professor of Law
Professor Jack Beard was 
named to the board of 
directors of the international 
project to draft the Woomera 
Manual on the International 
Law of Military Space 
Operations. He led sessions 
in the second meeting 
of international experts drafting the Woomera 
Manual, hosted by the Law College and the third 
meeting of these international experts in The 
Hague, Netherlands, hosted by the Dutch Ministry 
of Defense. He also taught a course in Strategic 
Space Law at the University of Adelaide Law School, 
South Australia, as part of continuing collaborative 
activities between the Law College and Adelaide 
Law School.
Eric Berger
Associate Dean for Faculty 
and Earl Dunlap Distinguished 
Professor of Law
In spring 2019, the Great 
Courses released a 12-lecture 
course taught by Professor Eric 
Berger entitled “Law School 
for Everyone: Constitutional 
Law.” The course is available 
in DVD, digital download or streaming format and is 
part of the Great Course’s “Law School for Everyone” 
series. Berger also submitted a chapter about 
lethal injection that will be published as part of a 
Cambridge University Press volume about the Eighth 
Amendment. In 2019, he was voted Professor of the 
Year by upper-class law students and also received 
the John H. Binning Award for Excellence. This award 
is provided annually to a professor who excels in 
teaching, research or public service. Berger continues 
to serve as the associate dean for faculty of the Law 
College and as chair of the Appointments Committee. 
Kristen M. Blankley
Associate Professor of Law and 
Director of the Robert J. Kutak 
Center for the Teaching and 
Study of Applied Ethics
Professor Kristen Blankley has 
been invited to participate in 
the symposium, “Achieving 
Access to Justice through 
ADR: Fact or Fiction?” hosted by the Fordham Law 
Review. In addition, Blankley has been added as an 
editor to the Basic Mediation Training Manual for its 
2019 edition. This manual is an approved text by the 
Office of Dispute Resolution for mediation training in 
the state of Nebraska.
Eve M. Brank
Professor of Psychology, 
Courtesy Professor of Law 
and Director of the Center on 
Children, Families, and the Law
Professor Eve Brank’s book, 
The Psychology of Family Law, 
has been published by NYU 
Press. The book encourages 
the use of psychological 
research and methods to inform understandings of 
family law.
William O. Fisher
Visiting Professor of Law
Visiting Professor Bill Fisher 
contributed the caselaw 
developments section to the 
annual review of securities 
regulation published by The 
Business Lawyer.
Richard A. Leiter
Director of the Schmid Law 
Library and Professor of Law
Professor Rich Leiter published 
the eighth edition of National 
Survey of State Laws. This 
edition includes about ten 
new chapters and nearly 100 
new pages of surveys. It is 
simultaneously published in 
print and as an online database through HeinOnline. 
Leiter was named the recipient of this year’s Roy 
M. Mersky Spirit of Law Librarianship Award. This 
30-year-old award is given to law librarians who 
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Brian D. Lepard
Harold W. Conroy Distinguished 
Professor of Law and Director 
of the LL.M. Program in Global 
Legal Practice
Professor Brian Lepard 
published a blog post on “Why 
Customary International Law 
Matters in Protecting Human 
Rights” which is available at 
https://voelkerrechtsblog.org/category/symposium/
customary-international-law-symposium.  
In addition, he taught a one-week course in Brazil 
on “New Trends in International Human Rights Law” 
at the Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul 
(UFRGS). He also was a speaker at a conference on 
affirmative action held at the Pontifícia Universidade 
Católica do Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS), presenting 
a paper on “The Legality and Ethics of Special 
Measures to Protect Vulnerable Populations 
under International Law.” Lepard also gave a talk, 
sponsored by the Instituto de Estudos Tributários 
(Institute for Tax Studies), on the U.S. international 
tax system and a public talk on the international law 
implications of affirmative action at the Universidade 
Federal de Uberlandia (UFU) in Brazil.
Colleen E. Medill
Robert and Joanne Berkshire 
Family Professor of Law
Professor Colleen Medill was 
recognized in Best Lawyers 
in America 2020© for her 
expertise in the area of ERISA 
Litigation. Recognition by Best 
Lawyers in America is based 
solely on a peer review process 
that is designed to capture 
the consensus opinion of leading lawyers about 
the professional abilities of their colleagues within 
the same geographical region and legal practice 
area. Medill is a nationally recognized speaker 
and has published extensively on ERISA litigation 
issues involving breach of fiduciary duty claims and 
subrogation claims by self-insured health care plans.
Richard E. Moberly
Dean and Richard C. & 
Catherine S. Schmoker 
Professor of Law
Dean Richard Moberly was 
appointed interim executive 
vice chancellor at the 
University of Nebraska–
Lincoln on June 1. He is 
looking forward to returning 
to the College of Law as dean after a new executive 
vice chancellor is hired. Moberly has received the 
Robert Van Pelt American Inn of Court mentoring 
award – the Warren K. Urbom Mentor Award. This 
award is presented annually to a Nebraska judge or 
attorney in appreciation for his or her contributions 
to the ideals of ethics, civility, professionalism and 
legal skills. Moberly wrote the essay “Stability and 
Growth” for September/October 2019 edition of The 
Nebraska Lawyer, which examined the recent history 
of Nebraska Law and identified the law school’s 
future priorities.
 
Stefanie S. Pearlman 
Professor of Law Library & 
Reference Librarian
Professor Stefanie Pearlman 
received two awards at the 
2019 American Association of 
Law Libraries Annual Meeting. 
Pearlman received the 
Connie E. Bolden Publication 
Award and the RIPS-SIS 
Publication Award, both for her article “Persuasive 
Authority and the Nebraska Supreme Court: Are 
Certain Jurisdictions or Secondary Resources More 
Persuasive than Others?” published in the March/
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Harvey S. Perlman
Harvey and Susan Perlman 
Alumni Professor of Law
Professor Harvey Perlman 
served as chair of the 
Uniform Law Commission 
Study Committee on 
On-line Data Privacy. He 
submitted the committee’s 
final recommendation to 
proceed with such a project, which was approved 
by the Commission. Perlman also represents the 
Commission on a joint project with the American 
Law Institute to determine what changes new 
technologies require in the Uniform Commercial 
Code. He also serves on the drafting committee for a 
Uniform Economic Rights of Unmarried Cohabitants 
Act. He was recently appointed as an adviser by the 
American Law Institute for the Restatement (Third) 
of Torts: Remedies. In July, Perlman addressed the 
2019 Training Session for Chinese Confucius Institute 
directors in Kunming, China, and spoke to the law 
faculties of Yunnan University and Dali University 
on American Legal Education. He was appointed 
a visiting professor at Dali University Law School. 
Perlman testified on behalf of the Nebraska Uniform 
Law Commission before the Judiciary Committee 
of the Nebraska Legislature on the Uniform Civil 
Remedies for Unauthorized Disclosure of Intimate 
Images Act. The Act was subsequently enacted by 
the Legislature.
Kevin L. Ruser
Richard and Margaret Larson 
Professor of Law, M.S. Hevelone 
Professor of Law and Director 
of Clinical Programs 
Professor Kevin Ruser 
published “Seeking Predicate 
Findings in Nebraska for 
Special Immigrant Juveniles,” 
a practice advisory co-
authored with Shane Ellison, on the Nebraska-Iowa 
AILA Immigration listserv and in the July/August 
2018, issue of The Nebraska Lawyer; “Immigration 
Enforcement at Courthouses: A Resource for 
Attorneys,” a practice advisory co-authored with 
Dearra Godinez, Rose Godinez and Mindy Rush-
Chipman, ’07, published on-line by Nebraska ACLU; 
and “Immigrants in Nebraska: Considerations for 
Practitioners Who Represent Non-Citizen Clients,” 
co-authored with Rush-Chipman, published in the 
March/April 2019, issue of The Nebraska Lawyer. 
Ruser presented on how to analyze a criminal case 
for immigration consequences at the Douglas County 
Public Defender’s Office; on immigration issues of 
concern to the general practitioner at the Lincoln Bar 
Association; on immigration issues affecting wards 
in guardianship proceedings at the Office of Public 
Guardian in Lincoln; and on categorical/modified 
categorical approach to analyzing criminal statutes 
for immigration consequences at the Douglas 
County Public Defender’s Office. Ruser also served 
as a trainer on legal issues in long-term care at the 
Thirty-Six Hour Social Services Course for Nebraska 
Health Care Association in Lincoln. 
Matthew P. Schaefer
Veronica A. Haggart & 
Charles R. Work Professor 
of International Trade Law 
and Founding Director 
of the Space, Cyber, and 
Telecommunications Law 
Program
On the trade front, Professor 
Matt Schaefer authored 
with Ralph Folsom, Mike Ramsey and Michael Van 
Alstine the 13th edition of International Business 
Transactions: A Problem-Oriented Coursebook  
published by West Publishing. Schaefer was 
responsible for eight trade law chapters. He gave 
joint international trade presentations with Jill 
O’Donnell, director of the Yeutter Institute, at Kutak 
Rock’s Annual Agribusiness Seminar and at the 
College of Business Executive Education Power 
Lunch. On the space law front, Schaefer moderated 
the Government-Industry Roundtable and co-
moderated the Commercial Space Law Reform 
Panel at the Law College’s 11th Annual D.C. Space 
Law Conference in 2018. He also organized and 
moderated the American Branch of International Law 
Association’s International Law Weekend Space Law 
Panel entitled “Free Form Treaty Interpretations’ Last 
Stand: Why Vienna Convention Treaty Interpretation 
Rules Matter More than Ever in the Outer Space 
Domain.” Additionally, Schaefer has been a co-
investigator with Executive Director Elsbeth 
Magilton, ’12, implementing a NASA Grant to expand 
and diversify a nation-wide space law network 
that included additional sessions at numerous 
conferences as well as a research and publication 
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Jessica A. Shoemaker
Associate Professor of Law
Professor Jessica Shoemaker 
completed her term as the 
Fulbright Canada Research 
Chair in Aboriginal Legal 
and Resource Rights at the 
University of Alberta Faculty 
of Law in June. During her 
international visit, Shoemaker 
presented comparative work on Indigenous land 
tenure systems, pipeline siting issues and property 
system adaptations at numerous venues, including 
in guest lectures at the University of British Columbia, 
the University of Alberta, Augustana University 
College and at a special Nunavut Law Program in 
the Canadian Arctic. She also served as program 
chair for, and gave plenary remarks at, the 10th 
Annual Meeting of the Association of Law, Property 
and Society, and she co-organized and hosted an 
Indigenous Land Tenure Workshop for US, Canadian 
and Australian scholars at the University of Alberta 
Faculty of Law. She also presented on a special “Rural 
Resiliency” panel at Arizona State University’s Fifth 
Annual Sustainability Conference of American Legal 
Educators. Her article, “An Introduction to American 
Indian Land Tenure: Mapping the Legal Landscape,” 
was accepted by the Journal of Law, Property, and 
Society after a double-blind peer-review process.
Ryan P. Sullivan
Assistant Professor of Law
Professor Ryan Sullivan worked 
with the Nebraska Legislature 
last spring to update 
components of the Nebraska 
Residential Landlord Tenant Act 
and to improve the laws relating 
to juvenile record sealing and 
civil remedies for survivors of 
human trafficking. For his work 
in promoting and performing pro bono legal services, 
Sullivan received the National Pro Bono Leader Award 
from the American Bar Association. In recognition 
for his efforts in developing and administering the 
Veterans Advocacy Project and the Veterans Coffee 
and Counsel Program, programs that offer free legal 
services to veterans, Senator Tom Brewer, a war 
veteran, presented Sullivan with an American flag 
that was flown over the Nebraska Capitol Building in 
Sullivan’s honor. His law review article, “Revitalizing 
4th Amendment Protections: A True Totality of 
the Circumstances Test in § 1983 Probable Cause 
Determinations” has been accepted for publication 
in the Iowa Law Review. Sullivan also completed his 
Estate Planning Practice Guide, an instructional manual 
used by Civil Clinic students and young attorneys in 
providing basic estate planning services to seniors, 
veterans and those of limited means. 
Adam B. Thimmesch
Associate Professor of Law
Professor Adam Thimmesch’s 
article, “The Unified Dormant 
Commerce Clause,” was 
accepted for publication 
in the Temple Law Review. 
Thimmesch also presented his 
scholarship at the Law and 
Society annual conference and 
the Southeastern Association of Law Schools annual 
conference. He continues to lead the Law + Business 
program at the College of Law this academic year. 
Steven L. Willborn
Judge Harry A. Spencer 
Professor of Law
On August 15, Professor 
Steve Willborn concluded his 
duties as the interim executive 
director of the Uniform Law 
Commission in Chicago. 
Willborn gave talks on the 
role of private law-making 
groups like the Uniform Law 
Commission at the University of Illinois and LSU 
Law schools. He also published “Wage Garnishment: 
Efficiency, Fairness, and the Uniform Act,” 49 Seton 
Hall Law Review 847.
Maggie R. Wittlin
Assistant Professor of Law
Professor Maggie Wittlin’s 
paper, “Meta-Evidence and 
Preliminary Injunctions,” was 
accepted for publication in 
the U.C. Irvine Law Review. 
She presented her work-
in-progress, “Theorizing 
Corroboration,” at 
the Southeastern Association of Law Schools annual 
conference. Wittlin co-organized the first annual 
Evidence Summer Workshop, a conference held at 
Vanderbilt Law School at which evidence scholars 
from around the country and the world presented 
works-in-progress and gave each other feedback.
Faculty Updates
Follow the faculty at:
http://law.unl.edu/faculty-administration
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‘I have really enjoyed being here,’ 
says John Lenich, who is retiring 
after 35 years at Nebraska Law
Faculty Updates
After 35 years at the College of Law, John 
Lenich, Earl Dunlap Distinguished Professor of 
Law, has retired. “I felt it was time for me to 
do something different,” he said. “I wanted to 
retire while I still felt I was doing a good job in 
the classroom. I didn’t 
want to be like the .180 
hitter in baseball who 
is looking for just one 
more season.” Having 
reached the point in 
his career in which 
he was teaching the 
sons and daughters of 
his former students, 
he felt he should take 
leave before he would 
also be teaching their 
grandchildren. Even 
though he believes it is 
time to move on, Lenich 
looks back fondly on 
his career. Coming to 
Nebraska was “one of 
the best decisions I have 
ever made because 
I have really enjoyed 
being here.”
His decision to come to Nebraska Law, however, 
was not an easy one. Not only would he be 
leaving Los Angeles for Lincoln, a place where 
in the winter of 1983-1984 the temperature had 
been below freezing for 30-some days in a 
row and, with a population of about 150,000, 
was about the size of his old neighborhood in 
Chicago “plus the two suburbs to the west,” but 
more importantly, he liked the practice of law 
and wasn’t sure he wanted to leave practice to 
teach. However, when one of the partners at his 
law firm said, “If you want to go off and do that 
silly teaching thing and you decide you don’t 
like it and want to come back to the firm, come 
back anytime within two years no questions 
asked,” the decision to accept Nebraska’s offer 
was simplified.
Getting that offer required Lenich to jump 
through some hoops. It is now customary for 
candidates for faculty positions at the Law 
College to give a “job talk” or colloquium in 
front of their prospective colleagues and answer 
their sometimes searching questions. Lenich 
was the first Nebraska Law job candidate to 
have to undergo that procedure. “I know I was 
nervous when I made that presentation,” he 
recalled. “I was thinking all these people are 
pretty smart. Am I going to be able to hold my 
position and defend it?” Obviously, he did well 
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enough. He received the offer and was able to 
join a faculty where “everyone seemed very 
friendly and engaged in what they were doing 
and placed a very high priority on teaching.”
Lenich, too, placed a high priority on teaching. 
He taught, among other courses, Civil 
Procedure, Appellate Advocacy, Remedies and 
Antitrust. In 2000-2001, he created and taught 
an experimental Legal Writing & Research 
section that integrated traditional first-year 
legal writing tasks with an introduction to basic 
lawyering skills. For two years, he taught in the 
College’s Civil Clinic. “It was a very rewarding 
experience,” Lenich recalled. “I appreciated the 
chance to work with [Professor] Kevin Ruser, 
who is a very good lawyer, and the chance to 
work one-on-one with students in a practice 
setting.” He taught not only at the Law College 
but summer courses in Kaunas, Lithuania, and 
Limerick, Ireland.
Lenich spent endless hours preparing for his 
classes as anyone who was in the building late 
at night and saw his office light on or his car in 
the parking lot can attest. The effort paid off. 
“Being in the classroom was just a high,” he said. 
“I was able over time to develop a sense of how 
best to explain difficult procedural concepts. 
It was really fun to watch in the middle of the 
second semester, Civil Procedure students 
dealing with concepts 
that they wouldn’t have 
been able to grasp at 
the beginning of the 
semester and now were 
talking about like old 
veterans.” 
He was famous 
or infamous for 
his convoluted 
hypotheticals and 
complex exam fact 
patterns, often taken 
from popular culture, so 
much so that students 
charged him with being 
a witch in 
a 2000 
kangaroo 








was too much 
of a klutz to 
be a witch. 





reception, Perlman said of him, “He cared about 
his teaching and more importantly about his 
students. He engaged them as a class and he 
engaged them individually. He consistently 
championed their cause within the faculty. He 
seems to know them all personally.”
Lenich was admired by his students for his 
classroom teaching and caring attitude. Wrote 
Max Rodenburg, ’17, upon Lenich’s retirement, 
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and beyond the 
call of duty for 
students, and 





member at the 
law school. I’ll never forget your hilarious fact 
patterns or your perfectly-timed jokes.”
His caring came through in small, but 
memorable, ways. Kevin Griess, ’01, recalled a 
time when Lenich walked through the library 
while he was studying Civ Pro. “You came over 
and asked if everything was going okay, if 
everything was making sense and if I had any 
questions. You are the 
only professor I ever had 
who did such a thing. It 
meant a lot to me.” 
While teaching was a 
highlight, it was far from 
the only academic pursuit 
that filled his time. One 
of the great things about 
being at the Law College, 
Lenich recalled, is that 
“you can kind of reinvent 
yourself over time. There 
was a period where I was an administrator [as 
associate dean for two years], a period where 
I was writing a lot and a period where I wasn’t 
writing but I was managing and developing 
CLE programs and materials. I was in the 
Civil Clinic for two years and for 20 years 











court thanked him not only “for educating 
generations of Nebraska lawyers,” but also 
for his “scholarly writings that have helped 
refine and explain Nebraska’s procedural rules 
and have informed this court’s jurisprudence.” 
Chief among these writings is Lenich’s book 
Nebraska Civil Procedure published by 
Thomson Reuters. The book has 35 chapters, 
and Lenich is continuing to update them 
and add new ones. In addition, he is often 
approached by members of the bar about 
some procedural matter and asked to work 
with a committee to draft or revise statutes 
such as the recent revisions of the subpoena 
statues.
Also calling on Lenich 
for assistance was the 
UNL Office of Student 
Affairs. He explained, 
“There was a sense 
that the student Code 
of Conduct was not 
working well and 
that fraternities were 
presenting some 
special issues because 
the code as written 
was ambiguous as to 
whether it actually 
applied to them and if so, how.” It was thought 
that it would be best if someone outside of 
Student Affairs take a look at it. As Lenich had 
spent three years on the University Judicial 
Board, he was the perfect candidate. “It turned 
out to be a really interesting and challenging 
experience because I never realized how big 
Faculty Updates
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this University was and how many different 
constituencies I would need to talk to just to 
understand what some of the issues were,” 
Lenich said. “I had to talk to the University 
Police Department, University Housing, the 
Testing Center, the presidents of the fraternities, 
the conduct officers who do the enforcement, 
to name just a few.” Instead of trying to amend 
the existing poorly-written code, Lenich 
decided to rewrite it “in a way that would be 
understandable to undergraduate students.” 
His rewrite was eventually approved by both 
the ASUN and the Faculty Senate. Presently the 
University’s General Counsel’s Office is using 
Lenich’s draft as the basis for a code that will 
apply at all four campuses in the University 
system. He was also called upon to draft a new 
contract for the recognition of fraternities as 
University group housing units, as first-year 
students have to live in University-approved 
housing.
Lenich’s life will not change radically now 
that he is a retired professor emeritus. He 
will continue to occupy his office at the Law 
College while he works on his book, serves as 
the reporter on the Nebraska Committee on 
Practice and Procedure, works with the bar on 
drafting procedural statutes and remains on 
the Uniform Law Commission. And, once again 
this year, he will teach Civil Procedure while 
Professor Maggie Wittlin is on leave. So, for at 
least one more time, he will enjoy the “great 
feeling” of getting applause from his students at 
the end of the course and will be able to remind 
them “what a great profession they ventured 
into. I have never regretted my decision to enter 
the legal profession, and I like to reassure them 
that they, too, made a good decision.”
Faculty Updates
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Moberly named UNL's interim 
executive vice chancellor
Richard Moberly, dean of the 
University of Nebraska College of Law, 
has been named interim executive 
vice chancellor at the University of 
Nebraska–Lincoln.
Chancellor Ronnie Green announced 
the appointment May 2. Moberly is 
replacing Donde Plowman who was 
named chancellor of the University 
of Tennessee on April 26. Moberly 
assumed the role of the executive vice 
chancellor on June 1.
“Richard is widely respected on campus and 
across higher education,” Green said. “He 
understands our university and is an experienced 
and decisive leader. I’m excited that Richard has 
agreed to step into this role because I know he’s 
going to do a great job.”
Moberly, who is the Richard C. and Catherine 
S. Schmoker Professor of Law, has taught at 
Nebraska since 2004 and was named dean in 
April 2017. He has also served the College as 
interim dean and associate dean.
“I am looking forward to working with Chancellor 
Green, my fellow deans and the terrific staff in 
academic affairs to continue the momentum of 
the University during the search for a new EVC,” 
Moberly said. “Of course, I will miss being at the 
College of Law every day, but I know it is in great 
hands. I look forward to returning to my role 
when a permanent EVC is on board.”
As part of the interim transition, oversight of the 
Office of Research and Economic Development, 
Student Affairs and the Office of Diversity and 
Inclusion will shift to the chancellor. 
 
Nebraska’s executive vice chancellor reports 
directly to the chancellor and is the responsible 
authority in the absence of the chancellor. The 
post directs the University’s academic enterprise 
and oversees the University’s nine colleges, 
graduate studies and the University Libraries. 
 
In addition to teaching Evidence and 
employment law courses, Moberly is an active 
scholar who researches issues related to 
whistleblowing and the law of secrecy. He has 
published numerous articles and book chapters 
on whistleblowing, including research on national 
security whistleblowers and codes of ethics, as 
well as an empirical study of Sarbanes-Oxley 
retaliation claims. 
 
He has testified before the U.S. House of 
Representatives, spoken internationally on 
whistleblower protection and also co-edited 
The International Handbook on Whistleblower 
Research (2014). The U.S. Secretary of Labor has 
twice appointed Moberly to the Whistleblower 
Protection Advisory Committee to the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 
 
Upper-class law students have voted Moberly 
“Professor of the Year” twice and he has also 
won the College Award for Distinguished 
Teaching. In 2014, the College of Law Alumni 
Council presented him with the Distinguished 
Faculty Award. He graduated magna cum laude 
from Harvard Law School, where he was an 
editor of the Harvard Law Review.
By Troy Fedderson, University Communication
Around the College
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Professor Anna Shavers will serve as acting dean of the College of Law while Richard Moberly 
serves as the interim executive vice chancellor at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln.
Shavers is the Cline Williams Professor of Citizenship Law and associate dean for diversity and 
inclusion for the College. She joined the law faculty in 1989. She received her B.S. degree from 
Central State University in Wilberforce, Ohio, and her M.S. in Business from the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison where she was elected to membership in the Beta Gamma Sigma Business 
Honor Society. She received her J.D. degree (cum laude) from the University of Minnesota where 
she served as managing editor of the Minnesota Law Review. She was admitted to the Minnesota 
bar in 1979 and the Nebraska bar in 1989. Other positions include: associate, Faegre & Benson Law 
Firm, Minneapolis, Minnesota and associate clinical professor, University of Minnesota. While at 
the University of Minnesota, Shavers established that law school’s first immigration clinic. Shavers 
teaches Administrative Law, Immigration Law, Forced Migration (including Human Trafficking), 
International Gender Issues and Gender, Race and Class. She has previously served as interim dean 
and associate dean of the College of Law. In 2017, the College’s Alumni Council honored Shavers 
with its Distinguished Faculty Award.
“I am so grateful to Anna for stepping into the role of acting dean,” said Richard Moberly, interim 
executive vice chancellor. “She is well respected by the College of Law’s various stakeholders. I am 
confident that the College will continue to thrive under her leadership during this time.”
Shavers named College's acting 
dean during Moberly's absence
By Troy Fedderson, University Communication
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Feature
While in her first year of law 
school, Jessica Shoemaker 
responded to a flyer hanging 
in the school’s stairwell 
that asked: “WHO OWNS 
AMERICA?” That simple act 
began her journey down a 
path that would drive her 
legal and research interests 
for the foreseeable future. By 
the following summer, she 
held an externship with the 
Department of the Interior’s 
Office of Hearings and 
Appeals in Bismarck, North 
Dakota, an experience that 
exposed her to federal Indian 
law. The office for which 
she worked handled the 
probates of property owned 
by American Indians in the special federal trust 
status, including both real property in Indian 
trust allotments and money such as lease 
payments held in individual trust accounts. 
She got a glimpse of how the tight regulations 
of American 
Indian trust lands 
contribute to 
poverty, which is 




inability for tribes 
to adhere to their 
long-held values 







ultimately, impacts self-governance in a 
profound and often painful way. 
Now Shoemaker is back from spending a year 
in Canada, where she served as the Fulbright 
Canada Research Chair in Aboriginal Legal and 
Resource Rights at the University of Alberta 
Jessica Shoemaker spends year 
as a Fulbright Chair in Canada
By Melissa McCoy, Director of Enrollment Strategy and Communications
Shoemaker with Justice Russell 
S. Brown of the Supreme Court 
of Canada
Dr. Linda Beard, associate vice-president (research) at 
University of Alberta, Shoemaker and Dr. Michael Hawes, 
CEO of Fulbright Canada following a Fulbright research 
presentation.
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Faculty of Law. She used her time there to study 
how laws involving property and Indigenous 
land intersect with social and economic 
concerns of Indigenous peoples. Her Fulbright 
project focused on federal control of Indigenous 
resources. Shoemaker’s goal was to work on 
developing more sensitive land tenure reform 
strategies in both the U.S. and Canada, which 
would lead to new land governance models that 
create room for local innovation, legal pluralism 
and, ultimately, land-based reconciliation. 
The timing seemed right for such a project, 
given that both 
Canada and the 
U.S. have been 

















efforts that are 
not currently 
being seen 






Indigenous claim to land that had not been 
part of a prior treaty or reservation. In light 
of this and other developments, new treaty 
negotiations and law reforms have followed. 
Shoemaker’s plan was to study the dynamic 
activity in Canadian Indigenous land reform 
and compare it to the U.S. legal system with the 
idea of informing and influencing U.S. policy. 
The two countries share a similar history of 
colonialism with Indigenous lands held within 
largely federalized property systems. Most 
stakeholders agree that current land tenure 
systems are outdated and problematic but as of 
now, feasible alternatives in the U.S. have yet to 
be implemented. 
Feature
Shoemaker at a hockey game during her Fulbright 
orientation.
Professor Shoemaker with her daughters at the point of 
entry into Canada.
Shoemaker during a trip to Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada.
Shoemaker on a trip to Banff, Alberta, 
Canada.
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Shoemaker’s time in Canada was crucial 
to facilitating her research of the process 
of property system adaptation and 
change, particularly within the context of 
the current reconciliation developments. 
She explored new lines of inquiry as 
well, including work on the complex 
relationships between property and 
sovereignty, land tenure and Indigenous 
languages and law and social movements. 
While there, she shared her research 
numerous times, including in such places 
as the University of British Columbia 
College of Law, the University of Alberta 
Faculty of Law, Augustana College 
University and at a special Nunavut Law 
Program in Iqualuit, Nunavut, in the Canadian 
Arctic. Her trip to the Arctic was a highlight, she 
reports, as she was able to guest lecture for law 
students there and also got a tour of Iqualuit and 
the surrounding ice. Her trip included a meal of 
caribou stew and meaningful exposure to the 
landscape, culture and life of the area.
Shoemaker’s two daughters went 
to Canada with her and had a 
wonderful time meeting friends 
in their new community. Their 
Canadian grade school 
experience was different 
from that in the U.S. because, as Shoemaker 
said, there was 
a “much more 
visible and open 
dialogue about 
Indigenous 
history and the 
consequences 
of colonialism” 
in the school 
setting. She 





aware of the 
web of history 
of the land and 
the ongoing 
relationships that 
the Indigenous people have with the terrain and 
environment. 
The outcome of Shoemaker’s time in Canada, 
which was funded not only by Fulbright but also 
with a grant from the University of Nebraska’s 
Rural Futures Institute and support from the 
College of Law, was the production of two law 
review articles and a book chapter. She has two 
articles in progress based specifically on her 
Fulbright project, and says she will continue to 
reflect on and analyze the results of her inquiry. 
Meanwhile, she will cherish the fond memories 
of eating poutine, learning a little French and 
surviving the bitter cold. She says her heart is 
now permanently connected to the beautiful 
Canadian landscape.
Shoemaker during a trip to the Canadian Arctic.
Feature
Shoemaker with her daughters at Lake Louise in Banff 
National Park.
Shoemaker during her visit to the 
the University of Alberta Augustana 
Campus.
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Around the College
Nebraska Law 
teams finish first, 
second at regional 
Client Counseling 
Competition
Nebraska Laws’ 2019 Client Counseling 
Competition teams finished first and second at 
the regional Client Counseling Competition held 
at Drake University Law School in February. Ella 
Newell, ’20, and Andrew Wurdeman, ’20, who 
also finished first in the Law College’s Frank and 
Lawson Client Counseling Competition, won 
the regional, while Noah Rasmussen, ’20, and 
Katie Van Balen, ’19, finished second in both 
competitions. The other schools competing in 
the regional were University of Missouri-Kansas 
City, Drake and Washburn. 
At the national competition held at Baylor 
University School of Law in Waco, Texas, 
in March, the Newell-Wurdeman team was 
eliminated after the semi-final round after 
finishing in third place in the preliminary rounds. 
The nationals were won by Campbell University 
School of Law, which went on to also win the 
International Client Consultation Competition. 
The subject of the 2019 competition 
was Professional Responsibility of Legal 
Professionals.
The Newell-Wurdeman team was Nebraska Law’s 
18th regional championship team and its 15th in 
the last 24 years and 8th in the last 11 years.
Asked to reflect on the competition, Wurdeman 
responded:
“The 2019 Client Counseling competition was 
a rewarding educational experience. When I 
first signed up, I wasn’t even sure what it was 
precisely, only that it looked enjoyable and that 
it would be a good thing to put on my résumé. I 
signed up with my friend Ella and showed up on 
a very snowy weekend to compete.
“What I quickly found out was that the 
competition was not only a test of legal 
knowledge, but also of interpersonal skills. 
Throughout the competitions we engaged 
in, Ella and I had to deal with clients who 
were variously sobbing with grief, who had 
acted immorally and were unrepentant or 
who were just confused and needed answers. 
Each of these scenarios demanded a different 
presentation of the legal information we had to 
offer. I ended up enjoying the task of figuring 
out the best way to respond appropriately to 
the client’s immediate needs while making sure 
that they were given the best legal advice under 
the circumstances.
“I also was grateful for the chance to engage 
with more of the law school community that I 
might not otherwise have gotten a chance to 
meet. Specifically, it was a pleasure to work 
with our coaches, Professors Alan Frank, Craig 
Lawson, Brett Stohs and Audrey Polt, ’12. We 
also got to meet upperclassmen who had done 
the competition in years prior and gave useful 
advice. Various members of the local legal 
community also were generous with their time 
and experience, whether they were talking 
about tricky legal ethics quandaries or their 
times dealing with troublesome clients.
“Ultimately, I would recommend the Client 
Counseling Competition to anyone who has 
the time to participate. My experience with 
the competition made me feel better prepared 
for the future when I deal with clients in my 
practice. I also enjoyed traveling to Des Moines 
and Waco with the Client Counseling team. As 
such, I feel confident in saying it will be one of 
the highlights of my legal education.”
Ella Newell, ’20, Andrew Wurdeman, ’20, Noah Rasmussen, 
’20, and Katie Van Balen, ’19, at the regional client 
counseling competition.
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Tessa Lengeling named Fellow
in Rural Summer Legal Corps
Kimberly Barton, ’20, wins 
Ed Mendrzycki Essay Contest
Third-year law student Tessa Lengeling was one of 30 law students 
nationwide to serve as a Summer Fellow in the Rural Summer 
Legal Corps, a joint program of Equal Justice Works and Legal 
Services Corporation. 
Lengeling joined other public interest law students in addressing 
pressing legal issues facing rural communities in the areas of 
housing, domestic violence, public benefits, migrant farmworkers, 
tribal and family law.  
During the Rural Summer Legal Corps Fellowship, Lengeling was 
hosted at Iowa Legal Aid, where she provided legal assistance 
to clients in the areas of domestic abuse, custody disputes, 
evictions, foreclosures, utility shut-offs, expungements, community 
economic development and consumer matters.
Kimberly Barton, ’20, is the winner of the 2019 American Bar 
Association (ABA) Ed Mendrzycki Essay Contest.
The contest encourages original and innovative research and writing 
in the area of legal malpractice law, professional liability insurance 
and loss prevention. The 2019 essay hypothetical involved issues of 
diminished mental capacity and permitted disclosures.
Barton, a native of Bakersfield, California, is a member of Nebraska 
OUTlaw, Equal Justice Society, Multi-Cultural Legal Society, Student 
Bar Association and Women’s Law Caucus. In 2018, Barton was 
named a Summer Fellow in the Rural Summer Legal Corps.
As the winner of the Ed Mendrzycki Essay Contest, Barton received 
a cash prize and a trip to the Spring 2019 National Legal Malpractice 
Conference in Miami Beach, Fla. 
The Ed Mendrzycki Essay Contest is conducted by the ABA Standing Committee on Lawyers’ 
Professional Liability and the San Francisco law firm of Long & Levit. The 2019 contest was 
administered and judged by a subcommittee designated by the ABA Standing Committee on 
Lawyers’ Professional Liability. The contest was open to Young Lawyers Division or Law Student 
Division members of the ABA.
Around the College
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The Peggy Browning Fund awarded a 10-week summer 
fellowship to Luciano Ramirez Guerra, ’21. Ramirez Guerra spent 
the fellowship working at CASA in Hyattsville, Maryland. The 
application process is highly competitive, and the award is a 
tribute to his outstanding qualifications.
In 2019, the Peggy Browning Fund supported over 80 public 
interest labor law fellowships nationwide. Securing a Peggy 
Browning Fellowship is not an easy task, with nearly 450 
applicants competing for the honor this year. Peggy Browning 
Fellows are distinguished students who have not only excelled in 
law school but who have also demonstrated their commitment to 
workers’ rights through their previous educational, work, volunteer 
and personal experiences. Ramirez Guerra certainly fits this 
description.
Ramirez Guerra credits his experiences growing up in central 
Nebraska for his passion for social and economic justice. The 
son of immigrant meat packers, he developed a firm interest in workers’ rights after listening to 
his parents and their co-workers discuss their unfair working conditions. As an undergraduate, 
Ramirez Guerra became founder and president of his university’s chapter of the Young Democratic 
Socialists of America. He decided to attend law school to become an effective advocate for 
workers, labor unions and the poor. Outside the classroom, Ramirez Guerra works with the 
Democratic Socialists of America, his local tenant solidarity organization and with Feed the People, 
an organization devoted toward providing free groceries to people in need. 
Ramirez Guerra is the second Nebraska Law student to be awarded a Peggy Browning 
fellowship. In 2017, Christian Gobel, ’18, spent the fellowship working for Service Employees Union 
International.
The Peggy Browning Fund is a not for-profit organization established in memory of Margaret A. 
Browning, a prominent union-side attorney who was a member of the National Labor Relations 
Board (NLRB) from 1994 until 1997. Peggy Browning Fellowships provide law students with 
unique, diverse and challenging work experiences fighting for social and economic justice. These 
experiences encourage and inspire students to pursue careers in public interest labor law.
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Sayre selected for summer 
Army JAG internship program
Pro Bono Research Fellows Program 
offers assistance to attorneys
Hilary Sayre, ’20, was selected for the Army Judge Advocate 
General’s (JAG) Corps Summer Internship Program and, through 
this program, spent the summer working at Fort Sam Houston in 
San Antonio, Texas.
The Army JAG Corps hires approximately 70 second-year law 
students each summer to work in JAG Corps offices worldwide. 
JAG Corps interns serve as temporary civil service employees in 
a variety of legal areas, including criminal law, administrative law, 
national security law and legal assistance. Army Judge Advocates 
provide guidance and mentorship to JAG interns throughout the 
60-day internship experience.
Sayre, a Texas native, also completed an externship with the Air 
Force JAG Office at Offutt Air Force Base in Omaha.
She is the sixth Nebraska Law student to participate in the Army 
JAG Summer Internship Program since 2006.
The College’s Pro Bono Research Fellows 
Program is a free service for private attorneys in 
need of research assistance on pro bono legal 
matters. The program matches interested law 
students with pro bono attorneys on research 
projects that range from small assignments 
taking only a few hours, to larger projects 
that may last an entire semester. Research 
fellows will work directly with the pro bono 
attorney and may assist beyond research in 
some circumstances. For new assignments, a 
member of the College of Law Library Faculty 
will provide one-on-one research guidance at 
the beginning of the assignment, as well as on-
going support, as needed.
The goal of the program is to be a useful 
resource that encourages more practicing 
attorneys to engage in pro bono work, while 
simultaneously providing students with 
valuable, meaningful experience, hours that 
can be counted toward a Pro Bono Certificate 
when they graduate, an opportunity to build 
their professional network and a deeper 
understanding of the importance of pro bono 
work.
 
The Pro Bono Research Fellows Program made 
its first assignments in July 2019. There are 
currently 15 students in the pro bono research 
fellow pool and and students and attorneys 
have been paired on nine different projects. 
The projects vary in length and have arisen 
from routine divorce and custody cases, the 
development of a nonprofit treehouse BnB 
and implementation of a new industrial hemp 
licensing program for the Oglala Sioux Tribe.
Around the College
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Eight Law College graduates
selected for Order of the Barristers
Entreprenuership student Wall
given Koley Jessen Award
Eight graduates from the Class of 2019 were selected for the College of Law’s chapter of Order of 
the Barristers, a national honorary that recognizes students for their outstanding participation and 
performance as student advocates. These students have participated in Nebraska Law's advocacy 
programming, including trial team, moot court competitions and the Advocacy in Mediation 
competition among others.
The students selected are: Kelsey Arends, Ryan Coufal, Paul Henderson, Nathan Klein, Adam Kost, 
Maureen Larsen, Claire Monroe and Chris Page.
The Weibling Entrepreneurship Clinic selected Amanda Wall 
as the 2019 Koley Jessen Entrepreneurship Award recipient. 
During her time at Nebraska Law, Wall was auction chair and 
president of the Women's Law Caucus, a 1L client counseling 
competition champion, a member of the Community Legal 
Education Project and the Nebraska Moot Court Board, 
and she prepared tax returns for the Volunteer Income Tax 
Assistance program. 
The Koley Jessen Entrepreneurship Award was established to 
recognize Weibling Entrepreneurship Clinic students who have 
demonstrated exceptional legal skills, provided outstanding 
service to clients and furthered the mission of the Clinic. 
The firm was founded in 1988 with a vision of creating an 
environment that would foster trust and teamwork. Through 
the years, their guiding principles of integrity and client focus 
have created the environment they envisioned years ago. Don 
Swanson, a partner in that firm, was instrumental in creating 
the endowed fund for this award.
Around the College
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Dylan Bakken, ’19, and Shannon Seim, ’19, are 
the 2019 co-recipients of the Student Award 
for Outstanding Impact through Pro Bono 
Service. 
Each year, as part of the Pro Bono Initiative, a 
student is recognized for their commitment to 
pro bono service while at the College of Law. 
The impact may be measured by reviewing 
a single act or project, or multiple acts or 
projects performed by the student during his 
or her enrollment at the College of Law. The 
selection committee takes into consideration 
not only the total number of pro bono hours 
performed, but also the overall impact the pro 
bono work has had on the community and 
underserved populations.
Dylan Bakken’s outstanding efforts in pro bono include significant work on two important 
projects, Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) and the South Dakota Teen Court (SDTC). 
Bakken devoted his weekends, free time during the week and most of his spring break to help 
underprivileged adults and students prepare their tax returns through the VITA program. After 
realizing a large portion of the students were non-resident immigrants, he took the initiative to 
become certified in preparing international tax forms to ensure this population was equally served. 
The South Dakota Teen Court is a criminal deferral program that involves a mock court proceeding 
and community service. If the teen completes the program, their charges are dismissed and they 
are given an opportunity for a fresh start. Bakken’s work with the SDTC involved serving as a judge 
to administer the proceedings and as a consultant to help the teen prosecutor or defense counsel 
prepare for the proceeding. Through his work in these two programs, Bakken reported a combined 
200+ pro bono hours during his time at the College of Law.
During her time at the College of Law, Shannon Seim served as a volunteer and chair of the 
Community Legal Education Project — organizing events, covering multiple shifts and always 
being willing to fill in when gaps arose. Seim also designed and initiated the THRIVE Project and 
recruited 28 other student volunteers and four faculty to facilitate presentations on landlord-
tenant law for refugee and immigrant students in Omaha high schools. Seim also served as 
a member and later co-chair of the Equal Justice Society and organized numerous events to 
raise money for non-profit organizations and the Nebraska Public Interest Law Fund (NPILF). In 
addition, Seim spent her summers working for Legal Aid of Nebraska, serving Nebraska’s poor. As 
one of her nominators shared, “Shannon’s passion for pro bono work is contagious and the pro 
bono work she has done in her three years at the College of Law has impacted many individuals.”
Bakken, Seim receive Student 
Award for Outstanding Impact 
through Pro Bono Service
Dylan Bakken, ’19 Shannon Seim, ’19
Around the College
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Gradwohl family brings 
“The Defamation Experience” 
to College of Law
Jan Gradwohl, ’54, along with her 
family, provided a generous gift to 
bring “The Defamation Experience” 
to the College of Law on February 
6, 2019. Molly Brummond, assistant 
dean for external relations and 
strategic initiatives, saw the play at 
a professional conference in June 
2018 and was so impressed with the 
experience that she mentioned it 
to then newly appointed associate 
dean for diversity and inclusion, Anna 
Shavers.
“Marc Pearce and I attended a 
conference for law school student 
affairs professionals and had the opportunity 
to participate in ‘The Defamation Experience’ 
there. It is hard to teach how identities impact 
how someone experiences the judicial process; 
this experience does what’s hard to do really 
well,” said Brummond.
“The Defamation Experience” play is a 
courtroom drama that explores issues of race, 
class, religion, gender and the law with a twist 
— the audience serves as the jury. The program, 
which includes audience deliberation and a 
facilitated discussion, provided participants 
with a unique opportunity to engage in civil 
discourse about pressing social issues.
The play centers on a defamation lawsuit 
between a south side African American female 
business owner and a wealthy Jewish north 
shore real estate developer. Following the 
75-minute trial, the “judge” led the audience 
through deliberation. An audience vote decided 
the outcome of the trial. Following the vote, one 
of the actors facilitated a conversation with the 
audience.
“We are so grateful to the Gradwohl family 
for bringing this experience to the College of 
Law, “ said Dean Richard Moberly. “They are 
committed to helping us provide opportunities 
that help prepare students to practice in 
an increasingly diverse world; this program 
was one such opportunity that I’m confident 
participants will not forget.”
Since “The Defamation Experience” premiered 
in 2010, thousands of people nationwide 
have participated, examining themselves, 
preconceived concepts and responses, and the 
themes touched on by the play.
Around the College
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Foss delivers spring 
commencement address
Adam Foss, founder and 
executive director of Prosecutor 
Impact, addressed the Class of 
2019 graduates and their guests 
at the spring commencement 
ceremonies held at the Lied 
Center for Performing Arts 
on Saturday, May 4. Foss is 
a former assistant district 
attorney in the Juvenile Division 
of the Suffolk County District 
Attorney’s Office (SCDAO) in 
Boston, Massachusetts, and 
a fierce advocate for criminal 
justice reform, with a particular 
emphasis on redefining the 
role of the prosecutor to 
help end mass incarceration. 
To further these ends, Foss 
founded Prosecutor Impact, an advocacy organization that develops training and curriculum for 
prosecutors to reframe their role in the criminal justice system. [Read more about Foss’s work and 
message to the graduates on page 24 of this issue of The Nebraska TraNscripT.]
Also addressing the graduates were class president Joy Kathurima, Hon. Jonathan J. Papik of the 
Nebraska Supreme Court and J. Scott Paul, president of the Nebraska State Bar Association.
Chancellor Ronnie Green with Adam Foss prior to the 
spring commencement ceremony.
Class president Joy Kathurima addresses graduates during 
the spring commencement ceremony.
Around the College
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Elizabeth Flynn with her father David Lutton, ’80, during 
the Family Traditions ceremony. 
Melani Hagge with her grandfather Robert Stowell, ’72, 
during the Family Traditions ceremony. 
Elizabeth Herriot with Dean Richard Moberly during the 
Family Traditions ceremony.
William M. Kurtenbach with his father William D. 
Kurtenbach, ’83, during the Family Traditions ceremony. 
Brenna Grasz with her father-in-law Hon. L. Steven Grasz, 
’89, during the Family Traditions ceremony. 
Christopher Harroun with his mother Sara Fullerton, ’86, 
during the Family Traditions ceremony. 
Ellen Kresha Geisler with her mother Sharon Raun Kresha, 
’78, during the Family Traditions ceremony. 
Tyler McKeone with his father Tod McKeone, ’89, during the 
Family Traditions ceremony. 
Around the College
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Andrew Vinton with his mother, Lori J. (Siewert) Vinton, 
’86, during the Family Traditions ceremony. 
Andy Huynh receives his doctoral hood during the spring 
commencement ceremony.
Dean Richard Moberly with Wade Burkholder during the 
spring commencement ceremony.
Deanna Piña sings the national anthem during the spring 
commencement ceremony.
Alexa Barton receives her doctoral hood during the spring 
commencement ceremony.
Dean Richard Moberly with Therese Bohaty during the 
spring commencement ceremony.
Mary Marcum during the spring commencement ceremony.
LL.M. graduates Trenton White, Alix Holtsclaw, Thomas 
Burks, Bret White, Skylar Streetman and Patrick Clary prior 
to the spring commencement ceremony.
Around the College
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speaker tells Law 
College grads
By JoAnne Young / Lincoln Journal Star
Reprinted with permission of the author.
The speaker who stepped to the podium 
Saturday afternoon at the College of Law 
offered a unique message to the 109 candidates 
for a Doctor of Jurisprudence degree.
The former Boston prosecutor, in fact, planned 
to warn them, “Some of you aren’t going to like 
this. I’m just going to tell you that right now.”
Adam Foss’ talk was meant to cause some 
discomfort, some soul searching. 
Many of the new lawyers would not be 
prosecutors, or even public defenders, he knew. 
But his message could be useful to all types of 
attorneys, and even in their roles as corporate 
workers, business owners, parents, volunteers. 
When students leave law school, they’ve learned 
lots of things, he said. 
“But two lessons that we were deprived of 
throughout our entire academic career is how 
to treat someone with dignity, and how to treat 
someone like a human being if they don’t look 
like you or come from where you come from,” 
he said. 
Foss, who became a prosecutor in 2008 at 
the age of 28, and was an assistant district 
attorney in Suffolk County, Massachusetts, is 
a fierce advocate for criminal justice reform, 
with an emphasis on redefining the role of the 
prosecutor to help end mass incarceration. He 
believes prosecution is ripe for reinvention.
In February 2016, he delivered a TED Talk he 
said was a first of its kind. Prosecutors weren’t 
allowed to say the kinds of things he said 
publicly. It could have spelled the end of his 
career. 
Everything did change that day, but in a good 
way, he said. 
“I remember the feeling of walking off the stage 
and just being like, something has happened. 
The universe has shifted,” he said. 
Prosecutors, he said in his talk, are the most 
powerful actors in the criminal justice system, 
but they are unaware and untrained in the 
notion that the decisions they make every day 
have grave consequences.
Thousands of people make big mistakes, but 
they deserve to have the chance to transcend 
them. Prosecutors have the power to change 
lives instead of ruin them.
With that, in saying prosecutors have to admit 
they’re part of the problem, people started 
to listen, he said. Foss has since founded 
Prosecutor Impact, an advocacy organization 
that develops training and curriculum for 
prosecutors to reframe their role in the criminal 
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justice system. He travels the country providing 
training and delivering talks. 
States typically look to legislatures and judges 
for sentencing reforms to solve the problems 
of overcrowded jails and prisons. But, he asked, 
could the lawyers who prosecute crimes be the 
ones to stem the tide of mass incarceration in 
this country? 
What if they could, with a diversity of 
perspective, use something other than the 
criminal justice system to solve the problems of 
people who are addicted, mentally ill, homeless, 
in the child welfare system? 
Nobody ever really defined the role of 
prosecution, Foss said. Instead it just lapsed into 
a standard of convicting people of crimes and 
imprisoning them, a measure that is completely 
off, he said.
The goals of prosecution are public safety, 
fairness, justice, making victims whole, holding 
people accountable, he said. 
People will tell you that what made them feel 
safe as kids was not police and prisons, but 
having a roof over their heads, parents with 
jobs, having things to do at school, looking 
forward to college. 
“If those are metrics of safety, then why aren’t 
we measuring prosecutors by their ability to 
help people achieve those things in their lives?” 
Foss said. 
Foss said his hope was that the young Nebraska 
lawyers he spoke to Saturday recognize they 
still need to learn those lessons of treating 
people with dignity and use the degree as a 
tool to provide access for people not privileged 
enough to be in their positions. They need to 
do more than use the degree to make a ton of 
money, he said.
No matter what career path they choose, they 
will have the opportunities to exacerbate or 
ameliorate some of the disparities among the 
people they will encounter, he said, and to 
create that access and inclusion.
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The College of Law’s Dean’s Advisory Board hosted its annual Dean’s awards luncheon on 
Friday, April 12 at Windsor Stables. 
At the event, the board honored the 
accomplishments of Professor Steve 
Bradford with the Distinguished Faculty 
Award and of Gail Perry, vice president, 
associate general counsel for Ameritas, 
’83, with the Distinguished Alumna 
Award. Also honored at the event were 
Joy Kathurima, ’19, a third year student 
and the Woods & Aitken Outstanding 
Student Award recipient, and John 
Anderson, ’87, the Outstanding Service 
Award recipient.
Our Alumni
Bradford, Perry, Anderson, 
Kathurima Recognized at Dean’s 
Advisory Board Awards Luncheon
Dean Richard Moberly with John Anderson, Joy Kathurima, Steve 
Bradford and Gail Perry.
Dean Richard Moberly with Gail Perry, 
2019 Distinguished Alumna Award 
recipient.
Dean Richard Moberly with Joy 
Kathurima, 2019 Woods & Aitken 
Outstanding Student.
Dean Richard Moberly with John 
Anderson, the 2019 Outstanding 
Service Award recipient.
Dean Richard Moberly with Steve 
Bradford, 2019 Distinguished Faculty 
Award recipient.
2019 Woods & Aitken Outstanding Student nominees: Reagan McCormick, 
Gatluak Ramdiet, Nicole Iraola, Joy Kathurima, Amanda Wall, Deanna Piña, 
Kelsey Arends and Damon Hudson.
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AlumNotes
1950s
Ronald D. Lahners, ’59, an administrative law 
judge with the Social Security Administration 
and former U.S. attorney for the District of 
Nebraska and Lancaster County attorney, 
received the Nebraska State Bar Foundation’s 
Distinguished Service Award in recognition of 
his outstanding service to the legal profession.
1960s
Steven G. Seglin, ’66, has joined 
Johnson Flodman Guenzel & 
Widger, where he practices natural 
resources, water law, public power, 
and telecommunications, as well 
as regulatory licensing, environmental law and 
condemnation.
1970s
David M. Landis, ’71, has stepped 
down as director of Urban 
Development for the City of Lincoln.
John F. Steinheider, ’72, announced his decision 
to retire on December 31 from the Second 
Judicial District, a position which he has held for 
21 and a half years. Steinheider was appointed 
by Gov. Ben Nelson in 1997 and is a former 
president of the Nebraska County Judges 
Association.
Chris J. Beutler, ’73, stepped down 
due to term limits after serving 
three four-year terms as the mayor 
of Lincoln.
Jon A. Camp, ’77, chose not to run 
for reelection after serving five 
terms on the Lincoln City Council.
John A. Selzer, ’77, and his family 
were honored by the University of 
Nebraska Alumni Association by 
receiving the Family Tree Award, 
which honors a family that has a least three 
generations of UNL graduates and at least two 
family members with outstanding service to the 
alumni association, their community and/or their 
profession. Selzer practices with Simmons Olsen 
Law Firm in Scottsbluff.
Gary M. Gotsdiner, ’78, chairman of Omaha’s 
McGill, Gotsdiner, Workman & Lepp, received 
the Nebraska State Bar Foundation’s Lifetime 
Achievement Award in recognition of his 
significant contributions to the legal profession, 
the Bar Foundation and his community.
1980s
David W. Pederson, ’80, was 
honored for his achievements and 
dedication to North Platte High 
School at the 2019 North Platte 
Public School’s Education After 
Hours event in April. Pederson is owner of 
Pederson Law Office in North Platte.
Robert F. Copple, ’81, coauthored and was the 
editor-in-chief for the second edition of the 
treatise Biotechnology and the Law, which has 
been published by the ABA. It helps lawyers 
assist their clients with the legal issues and 
processes when dealing with building, marketing 
and protecting biotech businesses. The first 
edition was published by the ABA in 2007, was 
the ABA’s bestselling treatise, went through 
three printings, and can be found in every 
significant law library in the United States, as well 
as abroad and is used as a textbook by roughly 
25 law schools. 
Bradley A. Beam, ’84, was the 2019 recipient 
of the Herb and Marian Weston Humanitarian 
Award, the highest honor presented by the 
Beatrice Humane Society, for his dedication to, 
care of and fundraising for shelter animals.
Patty Pansing Brooks, ’84, a senator 
in the Nebraska Legislature, received 
the Defender of the Bill of Rights 
Award from ACLU of Nebraska.
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Betty J. Gesell, ’84, was named to the 
Oklahoma Board of Corrections by Gov. Kevin 
Stitt in August. She formerly operated a small 
business and worked for Lexus/Nexus.
Jeanette M. Smith, ’84, has joined Mutual of 
Omaha as associate general counsel, providing 
legal counsel to all levels of management, as 
well as developing, negotiating and reviewing 
contracts. 
1990s
William “Corky” Y. Klett, ’90, has 
joined the Columbia, South Carolina, 
office of Burr Forman McNair as 
a partner in the firm’s intellectual 
property group.
Angela M. Mannaerts, ’91, married 
Gilles Marmey on July 20, 2019, in 
Lyon, France. Mannaerts is a partner 
with the firm Caiazzo Donnini 
Pappalardo & Associates in Rome, 
Italy, where she specializes in corporate and real 
estate law and advises on strategic corporate 
operations.
Krista L. Tushar, ’93, was named 
shareholder with Riggs Abney in 
Denver, where she practices civil 
litigation and construction law.
Carl B. Eskridge, ’96, chose not to 
run for reelection after serving three 
terms on the Lincoln City Council. 
He is serving as acting ombudsman 
at the Nebraska Office of Public 
Counsel.
David O. Spinar, ’96, was nominated 
by Mayor Leirion Gaylor Baird 
to fill a vacancy on the Lincoln 
Electric System Administrative 
Board. Spinar is the senior vice 
president and financial planner at RBC Wealth 
Management.
Kelli A. Francis, ’97, has joined 
the firm of Wolfe Snowden Hurd 
Ahl Sitzmann Tannehill & Hahn, 
focusing on liability and workers’ 
compensation.
Matthew D. Maser, ’97, has joined 
Speedway Properties as general 
counsel. 
Brian L. Wagner, ’97, presented at a 
convocation on International Law in 
Miami, Florida. Wagner was part of 
a panel discussing “The Dark Side 
of Global Trade: Protecting Your 
Brand from Global Treats” with lawyers from 
China, Brazil and California. Wagner practices at 
Mateer Harbert, located in Orlando.
Andrew M. Loudon, ’98, Brett E. 
Ebert, '13, and Kara E. Brostrom, 
'16, together with their law partner 
Christina L. Ball (Washburn, 1999), 
have founded Ball, Loudon, Ebert, 
& Brostrom, a boutique estate and business 
planning law firm in Lincoln.
2000s
Jodi M. Hoos, ’00, has been named 
Peoria County state’s attorney. She 
stepped down as a state circuit 
judge to accept the position.
Marc J. Odgaard, ’00, has been 
named partner with Kinsey 
Rowe Becker & Kistler, where he 
concentrates on civil litigation, 
commercial transactions, estate 
and business planning, real estate, probate and 
administrative proceedings.
Krista H. Mahalak, ’02, was re-
appointed to the Circuit Judicial 
Nominating Commission, a position 
she will hold until July 2023. She 
is an attorney with Sharit Bunn & 
Chilton in Winter Haven, Florida.
Cyndi R. Lamm, ’04, former Lincoln 
city councilwoman and candidate 
for mayor, is a legislative aide in 
the office of Thurston Sen. Joni 
Albrecht.
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Kevin R. Corlew, ’05, has joined 
Evans & Dixon in Kansas City, 
Missouri, where he practices 
in transportation, business, 
infrastructure, public-private 
partnerships and election law.
Stacie A. Goding, ’05, has 
joined the CHI Health St. Francis 
Foundation Board. Goding is an 
attorney with Goding Law in Grand 
Island, focusing on advocating for 
children and family law.
John L. Selzer, ’05, and his family 
were honored by the University of 
Nebraska Alumni Association by 
receiving the Family Tree Award, 
which honors a family that has a 
least three generations of UNL graduates and 
at least two family members with outstanding 
service to the alumni association, their 
community and/or their profession. Selzer 
practices with Simmons Olsen Law Firm in 
Scottsbluff.
Andrea R. Buckley, ’07, has been promoted 
to senior staff attorney at Iowa Legal Aid, 
where she began in 2009.  Within her new 
position, she develops systems for training 
and developing attorneys at all levels of the 
organization and manages Iowa Legal Aid’s 
advocacy for limited English proficient clients. 
She continues to practice in her role as a 
qualified tax expert with the Iowa Legal Aid 
Low Income Taxpayer Clinic. 
Kelli J. Cavey, ’08, joined the Omaha 
Community Foundation, where she leads 
the development of the Foundation’s impact 
investing program. Prior to joining the 
Foundation, Cavey was with the law firm of 
Fitzgerald, Schorr, Barmettler & Brennan,
practicing in the areas of estate planning, 
probate, and trust administration.
Andy Finkle, ’09, has joined the law 
firm Maggio + Kattar as a senior 
attorney and shareholder at their 
Washington, D.C., headquarters. 
He continues to advise corporate 
and individual clients on U.S. 
immigration matters.
Susan M. Foster, ’09, has joined 
Baylor Evnen, focusing primarily 
on employment law. Previously, she 
was in private practice in Omaha.
2010s
Jessica B. Greenwald, ’11, has 
been named shareholder with the 
firm O’Neill Heinrich Damkroger 
Bergmeyer & Shultz. Greenwald 
assists clients with business 
and commercial transactions, 
corporate law, real estate transactions, business 
succession and estate planning transactions. 
Warren J. Ford III, ’11, has joined the 
Omaha office of the Goosmann Law 
Firm as a creditors’ attorney.
Josh P. Wunderlich, ’11, and his wife Sarah, 
welcomed baby Agnes Mae on April 21, 2019. 
Wunderlich is an associate with Cornerstone 
Law Firm, located in Kansas City, Missouri, 
where he practices personal injury, workers 
compensation and employment law.
Travis W. Tettenborn, ’12, was named 
partner at Cline Williams Wright 
Johnson & Oldfather, where he 
focuses his practice on medical and 
legal malpractice defense, personal 
injury and defense of civil rights lawsuits.
Brett E. Ebert, ’13, Andrew M. 
Loudon, ’98, and Kara E. Brostrom, 
’16, together with their law partner 
Christina L. Ball (Washburn, 1999), 
have founded Ball, Loudon, Ebert, 
& Brostrom, a boutique estate and business 
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Martin “Marty” J. Demoret, ’14, 
a graduate of the University of 
Nebraska Kearney (UNK), spoke at 
UNK’s Department of Psychology 
50th Anniversary event. Demoret 
practices product liability at Faegre Baker 
Daniels in Des Moines.
Nathan D. Clark, ’15, and wife, Sarah, welcomed 
baby Samuel Kenneth, born April 22, 2019. 
Clark practices general litigation and appellate 
practice with Cline Williams Wright Johnson & 
Oldfather.
Sarah N. Clark, ’15, and husband Nathan, 
welcomed baby Samuel Kenneth, born April 
22, 2019. Clark is a clerk with the Nebraska 
Supreme Court.
Kelsey J. (Kallhoff) Paumer, ’15, and husband 
Grant Paumer, welcomed baby Rhodes Logan 
on March 30, 2019. Paumer practices insurance 
defense litigation, workers’ compensation and 
personal injury law at Prentiss Grant in Iowa.
Kara E. Brostrom, ’16, Andrew M. 
Loudon, ’98, and Brett E. Ebert, 
’13, together with their law partner 
Christina L. Ball (Washburn, 1999), 
have founded Ball, Loudon, Ebert, & 
Brostrom, LLC, a boutique estate and business 
planning law firm in Lincoln.
John D. Icenogle, ’16 and Mary Rose Richter, 
’16, were married on March 30, 2019, in Kearney. 
Icenogle works at Bruner Frank in Kearney, 
where he primarily works in contract disputes, 
criminal defense, family and juvenile law.
Mary Rose (Richter) Icenogle, ’16, and John D. 
Icenogle, ’16 were married on March 30, 2019, in 
Kearney. Icenogle is director of Resorative Justice 
at the Central Mediation Center in Kearney.
Emily N. Maxwell, ’16, has been 
elected to the board of Girl 
Scouts Spirit of Nebraska. Maxwell 
currently serves as a compliance 
manager with Ameritas, where she 
is responsible for HIPAA privacy compliance.
Justin A. Sheldon, ’16, has joined 
the firm of Wolfe Snowden Hurd 
Ahl Sitzmann Tannehill & Hahn, 
focusing on transactional law, real 
estate, entity formation, mergers 
and acquisitions, general corporate transactions, 
and municipal law. 
Elizabeth N. Flynn, ’18, has joined 
her family’s firm, Lutton Law Office, 
in Ashland.
Paige E. Gade, ’18, has joined 
Rembolt Ludtke as an associate 
attorney as a member of the 
Lincoln firm’s business services and 
estate planning practice groups.
Morgan C.H. Kristensen, ’18, has 
joined the law offices of Johnson 
Flodman Guenzel & Widger, a 
position she obtained after clerking 
for the firm while in law school. 
Kristensen focuses on representing long-term 
care facilities and other medical providers.
Gregg M. Moran, ’18, an attorney 
in the Tampa, Florida, office 
of Constangy, Brooks, Smith & 
Prophete, has published “Procedural 
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Thomas E. Brogan, ’43, passed away in Norfolk on April 24, 2019, at the age 
of 99. Brogan grew up in Tilden, where he was a multi-year, multi-sport letter 
winner in high school. He received both his undergraduate and law degrees 
from the University of Nebraska. In the spring of 1943, coincidentally his final 
semester of law school, Brogan enlisted in the United States Army, serving in 
the 81st Wildcat Infantry Division in the South Pacific. After the war ended, 
he continued his service with the Army as an officer with the Army’s Judge 
Advocate General’s Corps. Later, he was employed by United States Fidelity 
and Guaranty Company in Omaha as a legal claims’ investigator. After marrying Jeanne (Gladson), 
they moved to Madison where he worked in private practice, eventually moving to Norfolk, and 
later retired from Brogan & Stafford.
Roy I. Anderson, ’49, passed away in Blair on December 3, 2018, at the age of 99. Anderson 
grew up in the Craig/Oakland area, where he attended high school and later joined the U.S. 
Army, proudly serving his country in World War II. After he returned from war, he attended UNL, 
after which he began teaching, later attending law school. During law school, he married Esther 
Calhoun. They later moved to Blair, where he practiced law and served as the Washington County 
attorney for several years, retiring in 2005. Anderson kept active in the community through service 
organizations and with the First United Methodist Church.
Donald W. Pederson, ’54, passed away June 2, 2019, at the age of 90 after a 
short battle with pancreatic cancer. Pederson, an Omaha native and former 
Nebraska State senator, began his law career as deputy county attorney in 
Scottsbluff before joining the firm of Beatty Clarke Murphy & Morgan in North 
Platte, during which time he married Virginia Cummings. He then built the firm 
of Murphy Pederson & Piccolo, which is now called Pederson Law Office. He 
served on the North Platte School Board, chaired the Nebraska Humanities 
Council, was a 50 plus year member of the Rotary Club and created the 
Mid-Nebraska Community Foundation. In 1996, he was appointed to the Nebraska Legislature, a 
position he held until 2006.
Gilbert (Gil) M. Gunderson, ’55, passed away May 12, 2019, after a 20-year battle with prostate 
cancer, at the age of 90. Gil graduated from Chamberlain High School at the age of 16, after which 
he played football and completed his freshman year of college at Yankton College. Due to an 
injury, his football career was cut short and instead of going back to the farm, he opted to join the 
Army for the benefit of the GI Bill, which would eventually allow him to finish his college degree. 
As a mortar squad leader, he spent the fall of 1946 on a ship through the North Pacific, heading 
to Japan, where he spent the following two years of service. In 1948, he began his studies at the 
University of Nebraska and met his future wife, Marilyn, before heading to Korea in 1950. Being 
a member of the Air Police sparked his interest for the law. After a brief stint in private practice, 
he joined the legal office at Northern Natural Gas. He was also an active community member and 
enjoyed coaching little league baseball.
Joseph J. Brown, ’56, passed away on March 12, 2019, at the age of 90. Brown earned a bachelor’s 
degree in Arts and Sciences, during which time he was a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity. He 
served his country as a corporal in the United States Army from 1951-1953, after which he attended 
law school. After graduation, he moved to Eugene, Oregon, to practice law.
In Memoriam
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Charles F. Fitzke, ’58, passed away on June 7, 2019, surrounded by his family, 
at the age of 89. After graduating from Scottsbluff High School, Fitzke served 
his country in the Korean War as a first lieutenant in the Artillery Division. He 
later graduated from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln prior to attending 
law school. His law career was based in Scottsbluff, where he held positions 
including county attorney, public defender, county coroner and served on the 
Mental Health Board. He married Elinor Schlaebitz on July 29, 1949.
Duane C. Feichtinger, ’59, passed away May 20, 2018, at the age of 87. Serving 
as a staff judge advocate for the JAG Corps, Feichtinger retired from the 
United States Air Force after more than 30 years of service. 
Alfred J. Kortum, ’60, of Scottsbluff, passed away April 10, 2019, at the 
age of 86. After high school, Kortum enlisted in the Navy and served in the 
Korean War for two years until he was honorably discharged. He obtained 
both his Bachelor and Juris Doctor degrees from the University of Nebraska, 
during which time he married Dorothy Simons. In 1961, he began practicing 
law in Gering at the firm of Holtorf & Hansen. In 1972, Governor James Exon 
appointed him as State of Nebraska District Court judge for Scotts Bluff 
County and the Panhandle of Nebraska, a role in which he served for 25 years.
David L. Herzog, ’62, passed away on April 16, 2019, at the age of 82, after a 
long battle with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. Herzog began his career as a 
prosecutor with the Douglas County Attorney’s Office, then moved to Fromkin, 
Herzog & Becker for 35 years, where he practiced civil and criminal litigation. 
Thereafter, he practiced with Herzog & Herzog for 20 years, including one of 
his most high-profile cases, State v. Ulysees Cribbs, et. Al. Martindale Hubbell. 
He was founding president of the Nebraska Criminal Defense Lawyers 
Association and continually worked to enhance learning opportunities for 
lawyers. He was deeply involved with and a member of Beth El synagogue, 
where he taught comparative law to high school aged men and women. He loved his family and 
friends, writing to and spending time with all of them throughout his years.
Thomas H. Dorwart, ’64, passed away on April 28, 2019, in Sidney, at the age 
of 89. Thomas attended Lexington High School, after which he served as a 
Naval Aviation Caden in the U.S. Navy, soon after joining the United States 
Marine Corps. He married Patricia Slattery the year prior to graduating from 
law school. His legal career included working for the Nebraska Department of 
Roads, Nebraska Department of Insurance and private practice, after which 
he was appointed Cheyenne County judge, where he served for 29 years until 
retirement. While a judge, he founded the Cheyenne County Drug Court, was 
president of the County Judges Association and was a member of the Nebraska Commission for the 
Protection of Children and the Nebraska Coalition for Juvenile Justice.
Our Alumni
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Rady A. Johnson, ’64, passed away on March 21, 2019, at the age of 82. The youngest of 
four children, Johnson spent his childhood in Lincoln until his family moved to Virginia. After 
completing high school, he moved back to his native roots and attended UNL for both his 
undergraduate and law degrees, where he met his wife, Mimi. His legal career began in North 
Platte, then returned to D.C. to pursue public service. He first served as a congressional aid on 
Capitol Hill, followed by a civilian post at the Pentagon as the assistant secretary of defense of 
legislative affairs. He made several trips to Vietnam to advise Congress on the status of war. After 
he left the government, he spent 26 years with Standard Oil of Indiana, becoming senior vice 
president of government and corporate affairs, where he retired in 1995.
Willis “Tony” A. Herman, ’65, passed away on July 18, 2019, at the age of 78. 
Herman grew up in Mitchell, later graduating from Nebraska Wesleyan. During 
law school, he was a member of the Nebraska Law review and worked in the 
trust department at National Bank of Commerce. After graduation, he entered 
private practice with his dad in Mitchell. He was an active member of the 
Masonic Lodge and a former member of Boy Scouts of America, receiving the 
rank of Eagle Scout.
Gary L. Scristmeier, ’67, of North Platte, passed away on June 28, 2019, at the age of 76. Scristmeier 
was a native of Broken Bow, moving to Lincoln for both undergraduate and law degrees. His days 
were spent in the federal courts, primarily focusing on litigation, insurance defense, commercial 
litigation and environmental law. Later, he worked with Central Mediation Center. He served as chair 
of the advertising commission for the Nebraska State Bar Association and a four-year term on the 
judicial nominating commission for the Nebraska Supreme Court’s 6th District.
Robert O. Hippe, ’68, passed away on April 27, 2019, after a short battle with 
cancer. After graduating from Merriman High school, where he only had two 
other classmates, he moved to Kearney State College, where he received 
a degree in business education. After a short teaching career, he moved to 
Lincoln and began law school. After graduation, he moved to Scottsbluff, 
where he practiced with Raymond, Lovell, & Hippe, later running for and being 
elected as county attorney for Scotts Bluff County. In 1977, he was appointed 
district judge for the 12th Judicial District, a position he held for 30 years 
before retiring.
Robert A. Klein, ’69, passed away on October 31, 2017, at his home in Bellevue, 
Washington, at the age of 73. After high school, he graduated from the 
University of Nebraska, after which he attended law school. He served in the 
United States Army for six years, during which he served as a special judge 
advocate general until 1976. After his time with the Army, he continued his 
law career working in private practice and working in the state legislature. He 
spent the majority of career working in the resort and timeshare industry as 
general counsel and vice president for Trendwest Resorts, now called Wyndam 
Resorts. In his free time, Klein enjoyed deep sea diving and traveling.
Our Alumni
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Terry R. Schaaf, ’70, passed away on May 30, 2019, at the age of 74. Schaaf 
was a judge advocate for the United States Army, assistant attorney general 
for the State of Nebraska, adjunct professor for the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, administrative law judge for the State of Nebraska and an author and 
playwright.
Robert P. Wintz, ’72, passed away March 25, 2019, at the age of 74. He was a real estate appraiser 
with The Robert Wintz Co.
Mark D. McGuire, ’73, died peacefully at his home in Lincoln on August 11, 2019, 
from complications of Lewy body dementia. He was 73 years old. McGuire 
served in the U.S. Army in Vietnam. For more than 30 years, he practiced labor, 
education and environmental law primarily with McGuire & Norby in Lincoln.
William H. Reetz, ’74, of Fox Island, Washington, passed away unexpectedly at 
his home on January 12, 2019. Reetz grew up in New York City, San Diego, and 
Los Angeles and earned his undergraduate degree in political science from the 
University of California Los Angeles. After law school he headed to Seattle and 
began his career as a title insurance attorney. There he met and married his 
wife, Erin. He co-authored the “Escrow Duties and Responsibilities” chapter of 
the WSBA Real Property Deskbook and was a member and/or chair of various 
committees. After retiring, he worked as a freelance consultant in the fields of 
real estate and title insurance.
Lori L. Wilson, ’79, passed away at her home in Lincoln on May 12, 2019, at the age of 64. Wilson 
grew up in Hastings and graduated from Hastings High School, after which she continued her 
studies at Nebraska Wesleyan University, graduating in 1975. She served as an attorney for Legal 
Aid of Nebraska and then in private practice throughout Nebraska. She was heavily involved in 
her community, serving on the boards of the Lincoln Homeless Coalition, Continuum of Care and 
Child Guidance Center, to name a few. Wilson received the Ruther Miller Award for Outstanding 
Advocacy, was a Who’s Who of American Women, was named an Outstanding Young Woman of 
America, and received the Rotary Foundation District Service Award.
Our Alumni
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The Report on Giving recognizes all donors who made 
gifts to the College of Law during the 2018-2019 fiscal 
year that spans between July 1, 2018, and June 30, 2019. 
Any gift recorded before July 1, 2018, was part of the 
previous year’s totals; any gifts recorded after June 30, 
2019, will be recognized in next year’s report. 
Considerable care has gone into the preparation of this 
report. Each donor is very important and every effort 
has been made to ensure the accuracy of the Report 
on Giving. Please bring any errors to the attention of 
Director of Development Christine Truhe at christine.
truhe@nufoundation.org.
For this publication, the University of Nebraska Foundation has honored individual requests from 
donors for how they wish their names to appear on external reports. Please let us know if you 
would like for your name to appear other than it does in this report.
If you are considering a financial gift to support the College of Law, contact director of 
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John and Elizabeth Anderson
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Robert and Pamela Banta
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Shane and Ellen Deaver
Noel and Jane Dekalb
Grayson Derrick
Eric Dillow
Dr. Stephen G. DiMagno and 
  Dr. Susan Poser
Jisella Veath Dolan 
  and Timothy Dolan




Kenneth and Bridget Esch
Tasha and Brian Everman
Richard Fellman
Charles Finke
Hon. Karen and John Flowers
Albert and Dr. Nancy Fuller
Gregory and Betty Gillis
Jordan and Emily Glaser
Gary and Lisa Gotsdiner
John Gottesman
Ann Gradwohl
Keith and Wanda Gredys
Robert and Patricia Grimit
Hon. Russell and Colleen Harford
Dr. Karen and John Heil
Lori Helgoth
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Jerome and Carol Hoffman
Jeffrey Holloway
Charles and Denise Huston
Terrill Hyde
William Jeppson
Kristina and Chad Kamler
Jeffrey Keating
Kenneth Keene





Christine Law and Gary Neibauer
Craig and Pippa Lawson
Richard and Sharon Leigh
Richard Leiter
Deanna and Al Lubken
Hon. Teresa K. Luther
Marketing Your Services, Inc.
Keith and Susan Martin
Stephanie Mattoon 
  and Justin Hankins
Steven and Rhonda Maun
Terry and Patrice McElroy
C. Dean McGrath Jr. 
  and Patricia McGrath
Christopher McVeigh
Robert and Patricia Melgaard
Arnold and Sharon Messer
Kent and Michelle Meyerhoff
Dr. William Minier 
  and Rebeca Anderson
Mark and Melinda Mullet
Satoru Murase
Richard and Lara Murphy
John Musselman and Barbara 
Tanner Musselman
Nagel Rice, LLP
Kara and Nathan Ronnau
David and Cynthia Niederdeppe
Brian and Jennie Nielsen
Jess Nielsen
Linda Norris
Diane and William Ojile, Jr.




Hon. C. Vincent Phelps Jr. and 
Linda Phelps
Hon. Michael Pirtle 
  and Kimberly Knoll
Andrew and Dr. Kris Pollock
Keith and Jan Prettyman
Hon. Rogerand Julia Prokes
Ralph Rayburn
Rayburn Law Office
Joshua and Cheri Raymond
Richard and Mary Reiser
Hon. Terry and Catherine Rickers
Robert and Cindy Rieke
Hon. William and Norma Riley
Nancy Roberts
Suzanne and Craig Rodekohr
R. and M. Scheiner
Jeffery and Jill Schroeder
Van and Ann Schroeder
Clifford Schroff and Christine 
Schwartzkopf Schroff
Gregory Searson
Sen. Lester and Joann Seiler
John and Ann Selzer
G. Neale and Laura Shaner
Acting Dean Anna Shavers and 
Stanley Shavers
Brian Burns 
  and Julie Shipman-Burns
Dale and Patricia Shook
Trent and Jessica Sidders
Frank and Ann Sidles
Nic and Andrea Sikora
Hon. Laurie Smith Camp
Galen and Anna Stehlik
Gregory and Patricia Stejskal
Randy and Laura Stevenson
Joshua Stubbe
Chad Swantz
Richard and Heidi Tast
Dennis and Laura Tegtmeier
Union Pacific Corporation 
  GivePlus Program
Steven Upton and Marianne 
Clifford Upton
Christina Usher
Chad and Amy Vyhlidal
John and Carolyn Wagner
Gary and Jo Warren
Sean and Heather White
William Wieland 
  and Kimberly Stratman
Steven and Elizabeth Willborn
Sen. Matthew and Susan Williams
John and Zdenka Wiltse
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Gerald and Carolyn Adcock
Gary and Carol Aden
Mark and Kimberlee Anderson
Kurt and Danielle Arganbright
Warren and Sue Arganbright
Arganbright Law Office
Arkema Inc.
Neema and Carly Bahramzad
Daniel and Caitlin Barnes
Andrew and Linda Berger
Eric Berger and Anne Duncan
David and Catherine Bergin




Elisabeth and Flint Bridge
Mark and Anessa Brohman
Gary and Connie Brouillette
Bren Buckley




Hon. William and Dr. Audrey Cassel
Vamin Cha
Eric Chandler
John and Leigh Cheloha
Katharine Collins
Tom and Danielle Conrad
Bill Crounse and Karen Kreider
David and Ann Dales
R. William Darnell 
  and Madaline Fennell
Thomas and Patricia DeLay
Dell Enterprises, Inc.
Jason and Laura Demman
David and Sharon Denton
Jeffrey and Karen Doerr
SaraBeth Donovan
Donald and Kathleen Dreesen
Carl Folsom III and Karen Ebmeier
Robert Eden
Rick and Patricia Ediger
Joshua Eickmeier
Mary and Mark Elsener
Woodrow and Ann Eno
Donna and Bruce Evans
Evans Resources Co.
Victor and Irene Faesser
Amanda Fanning
Gordon Fillman
Thomas and Cynthia Fitchett
J. Michael and Janelle Fitzgerald
Richard and Judy Fitzgerald
Robert and Lucila Foster
Nathan Fox
Elizabeth and John Frederick
Lynne Fritz and Jon Charles
James and Annetta Gallant
Tara and Seth Gardner
Stephen and Kathryn Gealy
Thomas and Pamela Gillaspie
Kenneth Gilman




  and Teresa Hampton
LTC Donald and Karen Hansen
Richard and Paula Hartfield
Robin Harvey
James and Kelly Hempel
H. David and Linda Heumann
David and Aileen Hirsch
Elissa and Robert Hodges
James and Barbara Holman
Thomas and Carol Holyoke
Hon. Everett and Patricia Inbody
Eric and Linda Iovacchini
Dr. Wilhelmina Jensen 
  and Michael Jensen
Eric Johnson
Cyrus Johnson
Timothy and DaNay Kalkowski
Jan and Lanie Katzew
Donald and Geraldine Kelley
George and Sherril Kilpatrick
Roger and Helga Kirst
Harriet Kokjer
Elizabeth and Tim Kosier
James Kritenbrink
Thomas and Ginny Kruml
Halley and Chad Kruse
Arlen and Mary Langvardt
Gailyn and Linda Larsen
Law Office of Elsie Vasquez
Law Office of 
  Eric R. Chandler, PC, LLO
Robert Lewin
Ann and Robert Lingo
Dr. Peter and Diane Longo
Russell and Linda Lovell
Margaret Lutton
 Marshall E. Lux, Jr. and  Janet 
Wilson-Lux
Steven and Vickie Mahrt
Karen Mangan
Floyd and Kathryn Maresh
Hon. Philip and Ann Martin
Andrew and Kate Martz




Scott and Mareeda McCarthy
Robert and Michelle McCormick
Emily and Dr. LJ McElravy
Kevin and Barbara McMullen
John and Linda McPhail
Steven and Jackie Meints
Stephen and Ruth Mendyk
Steven and Katherine Mercure
Harlan Milder




Mutual of Omaha Foundation
George and Kathleen Nash
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Club Level Giving
Our Alumni
Joshua and Adriana Norton
Robert and Gayle O'Gara
Cynthia and John Odom
Dennis and Kathryn Onnen
Michael Ostrom and Benita Seliga
Hon. Robert and Carolyn Otte
Pamela & Laurence 
  Tarica Foundation
Robert and Julia Parker
Sen. Donald and Shirley June 
Pederson
Allyson Peetz
Amy and Gary Perlin
Kent and Sylvia Person
Christine and Max Pfiffner
Robert and Irene Poff
Thomas and Leatrice Polityka
Alan Polsky
Bobbi Rank
James and Marilyn Rembolt
Shawn Renner
Dennis and Susan Riekenberg
Neil Roberts and Lyndy Schaefer
Hon. Patrick and Linda Rogers
Julia and Roger Rogers
Edward Sands
C. Michael Sayre
Tyler and Kathleen Schubauer
Matthew Schumacher
James and Elizabeth Sedgwick
Timothy and Julie Shaw
Sherrets Bruno & Vogt LLC
Dr. Velma Shipley 
  and Parker Shipley
Sarah Shofstall
Jack and Kathy Shultz
Vanessa Silke
Robert and Karen Sindt
Karey and Paul Skiermont
Col. Peter and Anne Smith
Charles and Cathy Sorenson
Hon. James and Lori Stecker
L. Joe and Katherine Stehlik
Mitchell and Erin Stehlik
Stehlik Law Office
Hon. Robert and Christine Steinke
Mark Steinke
Burnell and Deborah Steinmeyer
Ross and Margaret Stoffer
Robert and Jean Stowell
Patricia and Robert Strickland
Clifford and Dorothy Sturek
Ryan Sump
Thomas Sutherland
Dr. Aina Silenieks and Tyler Sutton
Donald and Marilyn Swanson
Thomas and Sheryl Thomsen
Hon. Steven and Patricia Timm
Larry and Erna Todd
Jessica Tok





Richard and Karen Vierk
Meridith Wailes
Michelle Waite
Milan and Sue Wall
Perla Welch
Steven Welch
Katie and Peter Welsch
John Wertz and Julie Halliday
Linda Willard
Philip and Rebecca Winston
Gearld L. Wolff
Hon. William and Deborah Wright
Wroblewski & Gawrych 
  Law Office Llc
Owen and Laurie Yardley
Anthony Ybarra








Women Lead 2020 with keynote 
speaker Claire Babineaux-Fontenot, 
CEO, Feeding America
March 20
Dean's Advisory Board Awards
March 31
Cline Williams Jurist-in-Residence: 
Judge Lee Rosenthal
April 1-3
Alumni Masters Week: William 
Schwartzkopf, ’76, CEO of Sage 
Consulting
April 16
Pound Lecture: Robert George, 
Professor of Jurisprudence and 
Director of the James Madison 
Program in American Ideals and 
Institutions at Princeton University
May 9
Spring Commencement Ceremony
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Lincoln, NE  68583-0902
Save the Date
2020 Dean’s Advisory Board Awards
Friday, March 20, 2020
Memorial Stadium
